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DIARY DATES

MOTHER’S DAY CELEBRATIONS

Monday 25th May
Pupil Free Day
Tuesday 26th May
Foundation, Year One and
Year Two return to school
Tuesday 9th June
Years Three – Six return to
school
Amy, 2SW
Every Friday (time and login
details to be advised)
WebEx school assembly

Simay’s first
Mother’s Day with
baby Ella, 2CM

Mia, 1VM & Emma, 3MS
Aiden, 3KG

All excursions and camps
have been cancelled or
postponed until further
notice
Friday 26th June
End of Term Two, 2020
Riquelme, 1CT

Mishika, 1CT
& Zena, 4SG

Isabelle, 4MG
Christina, 3MS

Parneet, 1CT
Harper, 4MG
Divya, 4EG

Pupil Free Day: Monday 25th May 2020

SCHOOL CAPTAINS’ REPORT
Hello everyone, it’s crazy how remote learning feels so normal. We hope everyone is enjoying the new rules like going to see
friends and family again. We’re pretty excited to go back to school and catch up with our friends but we will have to wait a bit.
On Thursday we raised awareness for ‘A Day in May’, which supports children and their families that are dealing with cancer. At
ENPS we raised awareness for the Marcus Rosin Fund. If we were at school we’d usually wear yellow and bring money to spend
on lollies, raffles, hairspray etc., but instead we had a choice board with lots of fun activities.
Today we had a special ‘Return to School Pyjama Party’, where we could come to the assembly in our PJs! We now know that
Foundation to Year Two students are going back next Tuesday, and the rest of us have to wait till the 9th of June.
In Year Six we’ve had a crafternoon on Wednesday where you can come and do some cool arts and crafts after you’ve finished
your school work. On Fridays we also have the whole year level go to a wellbeing WebEx meeting and we have challenges and a
Friyay Feels quiz. It’s the best part of the week and everyone really enjoys seeing each other online at the end of the week.
We hope you’ve had a great week and can’t wait to see everyone back at school soon.
Thomas and Abbey

SCHOOL COUNCIL
Greetings from School Council!
It’s definitely a challenging time for us as parents and carers; the shift to
home leaning, working remotely, continuing to work as an essential
worker, or even worse, not being able to work at all. Everybody’s
situation is different, but we can all support each other. We appreciate
the effort that the teachers have put in over the last few weeks – most
are doing long hours while trying to think of ways to challenge and
engage our children, often while trying to home school little people
themselves!
There are definitely some light hearted moments though. I’ve been on video calls with people in their pyjamas (note that our
School Council meeting was not one of them!) and I know my child has now met most of their friends’ pets! Sharing stories and
staying connected is something we do well at ENPS and is a great strength to have during the current situation.
On the School Council front, we have been busy assisting the Executive Team in planning for bringing the children back to school
and making sure that all of our regular activities are not forgotten, there are still policies to review and events to plan, even if the
timeline isn’t as we would have hoped. We also have a very active sub-team looking at designs for the play space which is to be
installed just inside the McCulloch street entrance – stay tuned for big things!
Lastly, a big thank you to Abraham Acevedo who has resigned from School Council. His time, especially as Treasurer has been
invaluable! As a council we will discuss this vacancy for a parent representative for the remainder of the year and communicate
that shortly with you all.
Thank you,
Anthea Stephenson
School Council President

PRINCIPAL’S MESSAGE
Can you believe we have already had six weeks of remote learning? Can you believe it has been eight weeks (even longer for
some) since we were all together at school? That’s longer than the Christmas school holiday period!
Some other interesting number facts about remote learning – after six weeks, classroom and specialist teachers have made 1,229
teaching videos, held 1,144 live classes on WebEx and performed 3,164 individual check-ins through phone calls, emails and
video calls. Education Support staff have conducted 342 one-on-one meetings, students have made over 53,000 posts on Seesaw
and our librarian Julie has recorded 13 videos of herself reading stories for students! Executive staff have made 700 individual
phone calls to support students and families, and the school has loaned out 26 iPads and had six virtual assemblies live on
WebEx. These facts, along with some awesome word clouds created by Brad Nguyen based on families’ remote learning
feedback, can be found as graphics at the end of my message.
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PRINCIPAL’S MESSAGE CONTINUED
Next week we start returning to school. Lots of things are being done at school to ensure school is safe and clean, and together we
will work together to do everything we can to stay safe.
From Monday, all of our amazing staff will be back at school, and from Tuesday our Foundation, Year One and Year Two students
will start back. We have to wait for another couple of weeks for the Years Three to Six students to return to school, as they will
continue remote learning for a little while longer. This helps us to keep everyone safe and get used to new ways of doing things
across the school.
Lots of things about school will still be the same, however a number of things will also be very different. Just remember that
everything that is different is for a reason and is there to help our whole community be as safe as we can be.
Whole School Assemblies
We had some fun at our special Pyjama Party whole school assembly today and it has been truly wonderful to see so many
families in our community connecting with our live WebEx assemblies. These WebEx live assemblies will continue for the
remainder of this term as we continue to follow social distancing guidelines and avoid large community gatherings. Even from our
classrooms when we are all back at school, we will still WebEx as a whole school, however we will need to adjust our timing to
allow for staggered finish times in the afternoon. Please keep an eye out for new times and details next week. It will be a little
strange having half of our students connect from school in their classrooms, while the others all connect from their homes!
Staffing News
Some very exciting news this week for Mr Blaik and his family. Geoff has been appointed to a founding principal position at a new
K-6 school on Hong Kong Island, and together with Lauren, Ari and Finn will be relocating back to Hong Kong in the coming
weeks. This is an absolutely fabulous opportunity for Geoff and his family, although sad for us to say goodbye. Geoff has been with
us at ENPS since 2017 and has contributed so very much to our students, staff and community. On behalf of everyone,
congratulations Geoff and thank you for your contributions to our school. We are richer for having Geoff as our Assistant Principal
over the past three and a half years. To add to the Blaik family news, we also congratulate Geoff and Lauren on news of a new
baby due to arrive in December too! A big year for the Blaiks! Geoff will finish with us on June 15th. As a result we have now begun
the process to fill an Acting Assistant Principal position for the remainder of Term Two firstly, and also for the remainder of the
school year.
In more staffing news, congratulations also to Chloe Upton. Chloe is one of our Education Support staff and has been successful
in obtaining a classroom assistant position to continue working alongside the Year One team. Well done Chloe!
We also have some more baby news amongst staff. Sarah Groves and her husband Paul and daughters Zoe and Ella will be
welcoming a new baby into the family late August/early September.
And in even more baby news, Emily Gosden and her husband Garran are expecting their first baby in October.
Lots of wonderful news all round and ENPS babies on the way!!!
2021 Enrolments
A reminder that our 2021 Foundation enrolments are now open and we are excited by the prospect of welcoming our siblings as
new Foundation students, and new families into our school community next year. Please remember that all future students are
required to complete an enrolment form the by the end of May. This includes all of our current families with siblings going into
Foundation in 2021. Enrolment forms can be downloaded from our ENPS website or available through the office.
Pupil Free Day – Monday 25th May
Don’t forget that this coming Monday 25th May is a Pupil Free Day as directed by the Victorian Government. This day will be used
by staff to prepare for the return to school for Foundation – Year Two students on-site, and for staff to conduct the remote learning
for Years 3 – 6 from school. Camp Australia will be operating a program and taking bookings for any families requiring care,
please see their message on page 15 for further details.
Building Works – Gas Meter
You may have noticed that the gas meter has finally been moved. Works have not yet finished though and we wait for the gas
company to complete the reconnection so that the final ground work and bitumen can be finalised. We hope that this is complete
as soon as possible, however there may still be some temporary fencing surrounding the immediate works area when we return to
school next week. We will keep you posted as we hear more. It will be great to finally have it finished so that work can begin on
our inclusive sensory play space!

School Council
Meeting over WebEx has certainly been a new way of doing things for School Council however we had a very successful meeting
last Tuesday evening. In news from School Council, our Treasurer, Abraham Acevedo has tendered his resignation from his
position as Treasurer and his parent representative position on School Council for personal reasons. I would also like to take the
opportunity to thank Abraham Acevedo for his contributions to School Council over the past two and a half years. We are so
grateful for your past commitment and wish you and your family all the very best in the future.
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PRINCIPAL’S MESSAGE CONTINUED
Returning to School
We acknowledge the extensive amount of communication that is being sent home at the moment in regards to returning to school.
We know how important transparent and clear communication is to our community, and hope that you feel informed as a result,
and not too overwhelmed. We also respect just how much there is to process and thank you for being open minded at this really
complex and challenging time.
In regards to remote learning, on behalf of all of the staff, thank you parents for your capacity to implement our remote learning
strategy in your homes. As the time comes now for you to hand your precious children back over to us (for many of our families)
we appreciate your trust and confidence in us as staff to keep your children safe, and get them back into the routines of learning at
school.
No doubt the next few weeks will continue to challenge us. I encourage you to please talk to your child’s teacher if you have any
concerns or questions, or talk to me directly. Attached to the newsletter this week is a great article that is well worth the read. As a
parent, I understand that transitioning back to school and from the safety of our homes is confronting. The strategies and
suggestions in this article are great. Well worth the read! The article can also be found here.
Wishing everyone a lovely weekend before some of us return to school next week! And thanks for joining in on the pyjama fun
today!
Take care and stay safe.

Kate Barletta
Principal

CAN YOU FIND ACE… ?
Ace the Skateboard is on a roll!! Somewhere within this newsletter is a hidden picture of Ace. Can you find
him cruising, kickflipping or popping an ollie? Hint, he may be smaller or larger than the image here!
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OFFICE NEWS
During these uncertain times we are following the Department of Education guidelines and we thank you for your time and patience
in this matter, we know it will be difficult for everyone.
VISITORS ONSITE AT ESSENDON NORTH PRIMARY SCHOOL INFORMATION (UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE)
• There will not be more than three people (visitors) in the school’s office at any given time. You may be asked to wait outside
until we have ample space in our office for you to enter. When entering the office you will be asked to maintain the 1.5m
distance and use the hand sanitiser provided.
•

Visitors to Essendon North Primary School’s grounds will be limited to those delivering or supporting essential school services
and operations (e.g. student health and wellbeing services, specialist curriculum programs, maintenance workers).

•

If your child needs to be collected from sick bay we will contact you to come and collect your child. Once your child has been
collected we will enter the absence in Compass from the office.

•

Until further notice parent volunteers rostered on in our classrooms will not be able to attend school during this time.

•

Given the current circumstances parents will only be able to enter the school grounds when essential to do so (collecting your
child early because they are sick or have an appointment). Please contact the school by phone or email as required.

STUDENT ABSENCES
Schools are requested by the Department of Education to upload attendance/absence data on a daily basis, this is usually
completed weekly and provided to the Department of Education. Teachers mark their class roll twice a day every day.
It is very important for parents to enter your child/ren’s absence in Compass prior to the school day commencing. Please enter
whether your child is sick or if it is parent choice. Please be aware that if you do not enter your child’s absence on Compass your
child’s teacher will mark the student as unexplained and you will need to update this soon as possible.
The below is applicable for all students from Foundation to Year Six
Please follow the step-by-step instructions on page 16 on how to enter an absence in Compass. If you are unclear on how to
complete this please call the office and we will talk you through this process. It is the parent/carer’s responsibility to enter your
child/ren’s absence on Compass (not the teacher or the office).
INCORRECT ABSENCE ENTRIES
If you have entered a 'holiday' into Compass (prior to travel restrictions), please contact the school office and we will remove the
note for you.
If you have entered an incorrect note (such as 'illness/medial'), please let us know and we will fix this for you in Compass.
FIRST AID
This is a timely reminder to all families to please check that your child/ren’s details below are up to date in Compass:

•
•
•

Medical details
Home address
Contact mobile phone numbers

If you require any changes made to your child/ren’s details, please email the school at essendon.north.ps@education.vic.gov.au
and they will be updated immediately.
If your child requires medication please ensure that you have brought it into the office. You will be required to fill in the medication
administration form for the medication to be administered. If you have taken your child’s medication home during this time please
return the medication to the office upon your return.
COVID-19 INFORMATION FROM THE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
• Students experiencing compatible symptoms with coronavirus (COVID-19), such as fever, cough or sore throat, should be
isolated in an appropriate space with suitable supervision and collected by a parent/carer as soon as possible. Urgent medical
attention should be sought where indicated. It is not suitable for an unwell student to travel home unsupervised.
•

Students who may be experiencing compatible symptoms with coronavirus (COVID-19), the important actions to follow include
hand hygiene, physical distance and (where possible) putting on a face mask.
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OFFICE NEWS CONTINUED
•

In the context of schools supporting students with complex health needs, if the care of an unwell child or young person is to be
prolonged (for example, because it will take some hours for a parent to collect a child) and maintaining distance is not practical
when providing direct care, gloves, gown and eye protection could be considered if available.

•

Face masks should not be used in situations where an individual is unable to safely or practically tolerate a mask (for example,
a child with complex medical needs including existing respiratory needs, and younger children).

•

Health care plans, where relevant, should be updated to provide additional advice on monitoring and identification of the unwell
child in the context of coronavirus (COVID-19).

•

If a staff member is unsure whether a student is unwell, it is advisable in the first instance to contact the parent/carer to discuss
any concerns about the health status of the student, and taking a precautionary approach, request the parent/carer to collect
their child if concerns remain. A trained staff member could take the temperature of the student, where appropriate, to support
decision making. Gloves should be worn for the purpose of taking a temperature.

•

Students experiencing compatible symptoms with coronavirus (COVID-19) should be encouraged to seek the advice of their
healthcare professional who can advise on next steps. A medical certificate is not required to return to an education setting
after a period of illness, however staff and students should not return until symptoms resolve.

•

Follow cleaning guidance according to the situation of the case. If a student spreads droplets (for example by sneezing,
coughing or vomiting), clean surfaces immediately with disinfectant wipes while wearing gloves

OPEN DAY AND 2021 FOUNDATION SIBLING ENROLMENT
Our Open Day 'virtual tour' of ENPS was uploaded to our school website and can be viewed here. Our enrolment documents are
available both online and at the school office. These can be returned to us in person during the school week between 9am and
3pm, or by email to essendon.north.ps@edumail.vic.gov.au (by scan or screenshot). For all families who have a student currently
attending ENPS, you must complete the enrolment documentation for their sibling. We request that this information be provided to
us the same as noted above.
Please contact the office on 9379 3979 or at essendon.north.ps@edumail.vic.gov.au.
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FOUNDATION NEWS
On Thursday the Foundation Learning Neighbourhood held
their final class WebEx - it was a Pyjama Party! The meeting
was a wonderful celebration of the students’ learning and
engagement throughout their remote learning journey.

Thanks,
Foundation Team
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FOUNDATION FUN WITH SCIENCE!
Foundation students also engaged in fun science focused learning experiences at home to nurture curiosity, acquire new ways
of asking questions and formulate wonderings based on their observations and investigations. Students have demonstrated the
traits of curious inquirers, broadened their knowledge of the five senses and have been thinkers by making predictions and
clearly explaining the cause of why things happen. Below are photographs of students having fun at home conducting
experiments and different exemplars of students' written and visual presentations.
A special thank you to the supportive parents who willingly bought and organised the materials required for the experiments.

FOUNDATION FUN WITH SCIENCE CONTINUED

YEAR FOUR UNIT OF INQUIRY
The Year Four students have enjoyed being historians throughout our current Unit of Inquiry.
Our central idea is ‘Exploration has impacted Indigenous culture’.
We first began by finding out about and sharing our own personal artefacts on our classroom
Seesaw blogs. To the left are artefacts belonging to Mayly S, 4CB (quilt) and Jonas W, 4CB
(watches).
Mayly S, 4CB

We followed this by investigating Indigenous artefacts found in Australia’s south eastern
states. Below are some pictures of our investigations by George F (4SG) and Max G (4SG).

Jonas W, 4CB

Max G, 4SG

George F, 4SG

We have also been creating timelines to map important dates in history. So far, we have focused on some dates before and after
colonisation. We will continue to add to these timelines as we move through our Unit of Inquiry.

Sara M, 4SG

YEAR FIVE WEBEX FUN!
Here are some of 5LH’s students playing a game called ‘Build On’. In
this game, each person provides an instruction (e.g., draw an oval
head, draw vampire teeth, etc) and we wait until everyone’s
instructions have been given before showing our pictures. Mr Blaik
also joined in on this activity which was really special for the
students!
Lana Harris, Year Five Teacher
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Zena S, 4SG

ANDREW NUNNS SCHOOL OF MUSIC
Dear parents, carers and students,
Lisette, Gary and I all hope you are safe and well during this time. We hope the video music lessons are breaking up your routine
and reminding you to have fun! Remember that you can watch the videos at any time so if you need to relax a bit why not smash
out some funky practise tunes! You can also re-watch, pause, rewind, etc the videos to perfect your fun, rockstar vibes.
We are very proud and immensely enjoying the pics and videos we receive of you practising, asking questions and rocking out. At
this point it looks like we are returning to face-to-face learning on June 9th. More info to follow in the coming weeks.
You have all been amazing musicians during this time. Here are a few pics of some awesome online learners.
Take care and stay safe.
Cheers,
Andrew Nunns, Gary Young and Lisette Payet

Renata, 1JS

Dylan, 3MS

Kyle, 3MS &
Ryan, 5LE

Leo, 4SG

Órlaith, 5LH

ENPS CHOIR OF HAPPINESS
A big thank you and shout out to the 22 wonderful students who have
tuned into our WebEx meetings for our virtual choir rehearsals over the
last few weeks of remote learning. We’ve had lots of fun singing our first
song, ‘Three Little Birds’ by Bob Marley.
An invitation via Compass will be sent out to existing members
containing details for future entry.
Please note:
• We will continue our virtual rehearsals for Years Three, Four and
Five each Tuesday from 1:30pm – 2:15pm until face-to-face school
resumes for them.
• Choir members who are in Years One and Two who have returned to
school, may participate in virtual choir with myself from school if they
so wish.
• Once everybody (Foundation – Year Six) is at school for face-to-face
learning, choir will proceed weekly at lunchtimes on Tuesdays from
1:30pm – 2:15pm in the Mandarin classroom.
Here’s to some fabulous singing!
Lucy Lapira
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RECONCILIATION WEEK
While we are busy organising our return to school, I would love to
encourage families to take time to discuss the importance of
Reconciliation Week running from 26th of May (Sorry Day) until 3rd of June
(Mabo day). This year’s theme “In This Together” reminds us, especially
in the challenges we currently face, how important a sense of belonging
and community is. Reconciliation Week reminds Australians of the
injustices in our past in the hope to create a brighter future.
Due to the current circumstances, I would like to invite families to host
their own “Little Long Walk”. The Little Long Walk would have taken place
on Friday the 29th of May with hundreds of schools and preschools
walking around their local areas to commemorate former Essendon
Bomber and Indigenous spokesperson Michael Long’s walk from
Melbourne to Canberra in 2004, to raise awareness about the inequality
faced by the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples. For more
information on this week’s theme, and the dates surrounding
Reconciliation Week please visit:
https://www.reconciliation.org.au/2020-national-reconciliation-weektheme-announced-in-this-together/
Classroom teachers will be organising lessons to recognise the impact of the week on Indigenous people within our own
Wurundjeri community and throughout Australia. If you are learning from home, please share the ways in which your families
participate in Reconciliation Week with your classroom teachers. We look forward to sharing how Essendon North Primary
School pays respect to the significant dates throughout Reconciliation Week in our next newsletter.
Victoria Mills, Year One Teacher

S.T.E.M. – ENGINEERING HOME CHALLENGE!
Thank you so much for
your awesome STEM
Engineering Challenge
entries! We look forward
to the next challenge!
- Brenton Logan
Year Five Teacher
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MOTHER’S DAY – STUDENT GIFTS AND ACTIVITIES!

Reyaansh, 2SW

Will, 1CT &
Isabelle, 4MG

Riquelme, 1CT

Tenuli, 2SW

Mishika, 1CT &
Zena, 4SG

Sienna, 1VM
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ENPS HISTORY: DID YOU KNOW…
Last newsletter we took a look back at the role of the Mother’s Guild at ENPS throughout history. This week we take a look back
at the 1950s – 60s.
The Post War “Baby Boomer” era meant a rapid growth in school enrolments. Increased immigration also added more students
and by 1950 there were over 950 students attending Essendon North State School.
In the 1950s teachers were strict and often used the strap to punish naughty students. When
going through the boxes of memorabilia, we even found the strap that was used. The
Headmaster would smack the strap over a child’s right hand as a way to discipline them.
In 1950 the school’s first stationery was printed with the school badge incorporated into the letterhead.
In 1952 a four-year plan was put forward to the Department of Education for a rest room, central library and to upgrade sports
equipment. A cloakroom was even turned into a sick bay and two grey blankets were purchased in case of an emergency. In 1953
a portrait of the new Queen was purchased to hang in the entrance to the school. A grand celebration lining Keilor Road watched
as the Queen drove past on her Royal visit to Melbourne.
The four-year plan to improve sporting equipment was bolstered by some
good sporting achievements at the time. In 1954 the school tunnel ball team
took out the championships. The rounders team got new boleros especially
embroidered by the Mother’s Guild and the swimming team of 1955 held the
District State School Championship Shield and the school’s teams were
Premiers in basketball and football. The basketball team got new grey tunics
and twenty football guernseys were also purchased – black with a red band
across the front. Apparently, the football team was full of stars with a reported
19 boys from 1953-1960 going on to play for the Essendon Football Club. A
cricket pitch was laid on the oval and a sand pit put in for long jump. Student,
Barry Davis, broke the Victorian record for the Hop, Skip and Jump at the
Carlton Sports Oval – a record that still stands today due to the change to the
metric measurement system. In 1957 interschool sport was played against
Aberfeldie, Strathmore and Raleigh Street schools.
In 1955 and 1956, Mrs. Barletta’s mother, Robyn Grimes, attended the
school (that is her second row, first on the left).

Teachers would often read to their students if they were good. Books like
Huckleberry Finn and Tom Sawyer were popular. But the strap was still
used, when children were naughty. Tests were given without warning by the
Headmaster Mr. Ernest Bartrop and District Inspectors came to scrutinise
teachers. “Hands together. Feet together. Backs straight!” was often heard
being yelled out by teachers. One inspector would enter the room, lick his
finger and run it along the ledge above the blackboard to make sure it was
clean. Dusting monitor was a very important job. Other classroom jobs were
filling ink wells, milk distribution, washing teacher’s dishes and fire and lunch
monitors. Crates of milk were even delivered early in the morning and would
often sit in the sun until break time when it was compulsory for all students
to drink the one third pint of milk.
In 1955 the school had a polio scare and students had to go in pairs to get polio needles.
In November 1956, one hundred and twenty students attended the Melbourne Olympic Games
over three days. A group of students were even involved in the opening ceremony. The students
who did not attend were allowed to walk to a nearby house that had a television to watch it on.
Hoops, plastic jacks, skipping and yo-yos were popular. Guessing games about new television
were also played a lot.
School Balls continued in the 1950s as a social event and major fundraiser, but in 1959 it was
decided that a School Concert would replace the ball. At the concert, Dux and scholarship
prizes were awarded. In amongst all the memorabilia we also found the Dux of the School
Board from the 1960-70s.
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ENPS HISTORY: DID YOU KNOW… CONTINUED
Each morning and at the end of lunchtime, the school would line up and march around the quadrangle to the band of drums and
triangles played by grade six boys. It was considered an honour to be chosen to play in the band and marching was taken very
seriously with military style uniformity. Each grade would march to their classroom and wait for instruction from their teacher to
enter.
It was also in the mid 1950s that the Mother’s Club began raising money to build an assembly hall. Within two years they had
raised 2000 pounds and the hall was officially opened in 1960.
In 1959 Essendon North State School became a training school for new teachers. This meant additional teachers for the school
placed there on studentships, learning to become teachers. By the late 1950 there were over 740 students at the school.
Each newsletter we will share some of our school’s wonderful history….

Next newsletter find out about the 1960s – 1970s

Stay Connected - ENPS Facebook Page and Group
For the socially savvy, make sure you like the Essendon North Primary School Facebook page
(https://www.facebook.com/Essendon-North-Primary-School-106239107575995/). This page will be used to promote the
wonderful things are school does.
There is also the Essendon North Primary School Centenary Reunion Facebook group
(https://www.facebook.com/groups/1905045932945758/) connecting past students and staff, as well as sharing stories and
memories from the past.

CAMP AUSTRALIA – IMPORTANT MESSAGE TO ENPS
We are writing to confirm that, as discussed, we will be operating Pupil Free Day care on Monday 25th of May and OSHC will
resume from Tuesday 26th of May at Essendon North Primary School.
As per the recent State Government advice, from the 26th May, children in Prep to Grade Two will return to on-site schooling.
Children in Grades Three to Six who can learn from home must continue to do so, with their return expected to be from the
9th June.
Our services remain open to all families for the contracted OSHC operating hours. However, should our services start to reach
capacity, as per the latest Federal Government advice, we will need to give priority of access to “children of working parents,
vulnerable and disadvantaged children that need early education more than ever and parents with pre-existing enrolments”. Should
parents require Outside School Hours Care, they must visit the Parent Portal to register their current status.
It would be greatly appreciated if you could assist in notifying families at your school, through your email and social media
channels, with similar messaging, as we are not able to turn away booked children from attending.
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COMPASS LOGGING A STUDENT ABSENCE
How do I log my child’s absence?
If you have a holiday coming up, or just want to log one day for medical reasons, we’ll show you how to enter an absence using
your device.

STEP 1: Log into Compass. On your home page, select your child.

STEP 2: Choose the third option on the top bar – “Approvals”.

STEP 3: Choose the big + plus button on the bottom right.
STEP 4: Complete details for your child’s
absence – Reason; Comments; select
Dates and then press “Add Approval”.

If you have any questions, please contact the school office on 9379 3979.

CSEF – FUNDING ASSISTANCE
APPLYING FOR CAMPS,
ASSISTANCE

SPORTS

AND EXCURSIONS

FUNDING (CSEF)

Do you hold either of the concession cards?

Parents and carers holding either of these concession cards may apply for $125 per child to use for payments relating to Camp,
Sports and Excursion (CSEF).
Please read the flyer at the end of this newsletter for more information regarding eligibility and assistance, and visit ENPS office
with your concession card and complete your form.
Financial assistance will be allocated to your family’s account and paid towards ENPS camps, sports and excursions held 2020.
All CSEF balances roll over to the new school year. If you would like to check your family statement, please contact the office.
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STEM Engineering Home Challenge!
We are inviting all students and parents to participate in this
fun and exciting STEM Engineering Home Challenge!
This week we would like you to use what you learnt last week
with our Zip Line Challenge and create a Balloon Powered
Rocket. We are again inviting all families to work together to
create a Balloon Powered Rocket, that can transport your
rocket three metres.
We would like to see your creative side and use only recycled goods!
There are a few simple rules:
1. The Zip Line must be a horizontal line this week – gravity will not help you during this
challenge!
2. You must have a balloon and a rocket.
3. Your rocket must move from one end of the Zip Line to the other.
4. The Zip Line is to be three metres long.

Suggested materials include but are not limited to:
• Fishing wire/string
• Tape
• Paperclips
• Balloons
• Measuring tape
• Self-made rocket
• Cardboard tube / plastic drink bottle
• Sticky Tape
We look forward to seeing your designs!

Please email your awesome creations with a photo and your name to the school email
essendon.north.ps@edumail.vic.gov.au so we can include in our next newsletter.
Please have your entries in by Tuesday 2nd June!
We cannot wait to see what you create!
Mr Brenton Logan
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RETURN TO SCHOOL – A TRAUMA INFORMED APPROACH
May 15 Written By Dr Tara Quinlivan
Over the past few weeks we have seen endless debate about whether schools should reopen. Facebook has become a hive of home
schooling parodies and every man and his dog has posted home schooling effectiveness tips. We’ve seen everything from the ‘just spend
time together that’s more important than school work’ to the ‘they’ll fall behind!!!’ panic poster. With schools opening again in a week the
reality of school under the COVID19 cloud is about to hit. I wanted to share some thoughts on what the return to school might look like for a
lot of kids.
I am writing this with full acknowledgment that I do not yet have school aged children and so I am borrowing the experiences, thoughts and
feelings of my clients, friends and family. In this post I thought I would write wearing my professional hat more than my personal one. I want
to write about what we may see in our children when school goes back. Especially our young primary school aged children. Before I do that I
want to start with what I am seeing in all of the adults around me. From either side of the schooling fence both parents and teachers are
doing more than we would have thought possible only a few weeks ago. I see parents and teachers wearing all of their hats at once. Parents
are trying to support their schools and children by hustling their kids to submit as much work as they can, and I see teachers doing
metaphorical backflips to tailor their online classes to their students’ needs/attention span/capacity. All adults are doing heroic efforts to
buffer their children and students. I see a lot of anxiety about how children are coping and worry over the potential long term consequences
of this academic disruption. Unsurprisingly, I will not be focusing on children’s academic development throughout this period as this isn’t my
area of expertise. What I want to highlight is the need to take into account the potential emotional responses our children will show upon
their return to school. I want to focus on the necessary emotional scaffolding children will need to engage in any work that we subsequently
ask of them. No one is learning when they’re distressed, and I think we can anticipate a lot of distress when school goes back.
For many children the return to school will be a delightful experience. It will mean reconnecting with friends and school teachers and they
will race out the front door ready to get back to normal. This however won’t be everyone’s experience. In fact, I imagine that it won’t be a lot
of families’ experience. The return to school is likely to stir up some anxiety for our kids, ourselves and our teachers. Emerging from the
sanctuary of our homes and back out into public spaces is likely to be a little confronting. This is at odds with our concurrent feelings of
wanting to break free from this lockdown. At the moment I’m feeling pretty stifled being at home. In my mind I’m ready to get back into the
world. A few weekends ago I took a very big adventure to the local fruit and veg shop, I even chose to do my shopping at a nearby farm to
make it extra special. However, once I was there I started to feel nervous. I suddenly remembered that the world was not as safe as I wanted
it to be. I was confronted by the hand sanitizer at the door, the restriction of how many people could be in the shop at any one time, I
remained vigilant about keeping a respectful distance from other shoppers and staff, and I had to stand a socially uncomfortable distance
from the check out. It wasn’t the outing I envisioned. I left feeling sad and a little angry. Something like this might be our children’s
experience of returning to school. First, our children will be hit by the anticipatory anxiety of going out into a world that feels unsafe. Over
the past few weeks we’ve had to teach them that the outside world is dangerous and that staying home is a must. Soon we will renege on
that claim and force them back into the world we just told them was unsafe. It’s going to be a tricky transition for them. Second, once they
are at school they’ll discover it isn’t exactly the same experience that they knew before COVID19. There will likely be many differences
whether it be the initial lack of other year levels, or the additional safety procedures the school is implementing. This lack of congruity is
likely to be uncomfortable. For children the ‘not quite the sameness’ and anticipatory anxiety will only be compounded by their innate
desire to be near their caregivers and places of security when they feel distressed. Some things you might start to see in the coming weeks
include:
For parents:
• Reluctance or refusal to go to school
• Increased clinginess in the morning
• Increased tearfulness
• Poor sleep on nights before school
• Temper tantrums on school mornings
• Feeling sick - especially stomach aches, headaches and any other ache related to muscle tension (sore legs, jaws etc)
For teachers:
• Kids being reluctant to leave their parents
• Poor concentration and memory
• Hyperactive behaviours or withdrawn behaviours
• Increased clinginess with teachers
• Oppositional behaviours and refusal to do work
• Behaviours more suited to an earlier age
• Distractibility
We might be tempted to see these behaviours as signs of being naughty, attention seeking or just wanting to stay home because its easier
than school. However, lessons from research into trauma and anxiety indicate that these behaviours have a far more primal and adaptive
base. There’s heaps of great neuroscience behind all of this, but I’m going to explain it at its most practical level.
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RETURN TO SCHOOL – A TRAUMA INFORMED APPROACH CONTINUED
We’ve told our kids that the outside world is dangerous. We’ve told them this with every conceivable messaging tool we have. We’ve
literally told them, then we’ve modelled it (by staying home etc) then we’ve subtly taught them again via our own anxiety. Right now the
most sensible thing their little bodies can do is react to the invisible danger. The lower parts of their brain in charge of bodily protection have
swamped the parts of their brain in charge of clear thinking, reasoning and emotion control. So they’re on high alert. Their bodies are ready
to respond to a threat and they will attempt to avoid or attenuate that threat in any way they can. This might mean that they become hyper
vigilant of their environment, paying attention to every small noise in and outside of the class room. This is an evolutionarily adaptive
response to threat as it protects them from anything that might jump out at them. However, it also makes them easily distracted and
unfocused. Similarly, having your emotional engine revving makes you quicker to react to threat. You can pounce like a coiled spring if your
muscles stay tight, your body focuses its energy on your circulatory system so you have heaps of lovely fresh blood and oxygen pumping
through your body, and the parts of your brain that unleash anger are in the drivers seat. However this also makes your body hurt and feel
sick, it’s exhausting and you’re constantly a little grumpy. Most kids will be functioning this way a little bit, and many kids will be in this
mode a lot.
You know who else will be in this mode? Us. We’re likely to send our children back, or receive our students, with a fair amount of
trepidation. Add to that the external pressures of departmental requirements and parental work changes and our stress centres will be
singing. Plus, schools are likely to get thrown back into face to face learning with the same sort of lead time they got when they got thrown
into online learning. Schools are likely to be trying to pull themselves back together while dealing with new safety measures, Department of
Education requirements and all their own personal stuff. It’s going to be hectic.
So what’s my grand solution? The truth is there is no one great solution. I will attach a list of strategies at the end and you can feel free to
choose any if they suit you. But, the main thing I want you to take away from this piece is curiosity, knowledge and understanding. Question
the behaviours you see in the children around you and question your response. Approach problematic behaviours with good faith. Predict
and assume that you are facing a frightened child rather than a disobedient one. We have far more sympathy for our children’s behaviours
when they’re sick than when they’re well. We can tolerate and nurture more whining and clinging when given a medical context. Right now
all of our souls feel a little sick. Take that empathy and patience and reframe children’s behaviours in your own mind. You’ll be amazed how
powerful the presence of a sympathetic, contained and curious adult can be on the most violent of children’s behaviours.
Secondly, observe your own responses. We’ve all had those days when we feel like the whole world is just being a jerk. However, when we
break it down it’s far more likely that, as the common denominator, there’s something about us that’s making us think everyone’s a jerk. Pay
attention to days when you’re feeling more vulnerable, reactive and in sensory overload (ie days when noises and touch annoy you more
than usual). Acknowledge and notice any anger as it starts to build and be aware that you might be less patient and more reactive than you’d
like to be. Awareness is key to implementing any change or strategy. When you approach aggressive or regressive behaviours from a
perspective of understanding and empathy you help the person (whether it be a child or yourself) understand and let go of the emotional
energy that’s driving them. As people we will persist in our behaviours until we are effectively heard by the people around us. Expecting
ourselves, or the children we serve, to get back to normal without acknowledging the omnipresent weirdness we are currently living is
unrealistic. Returning to school will be hard on multiple levels (and joyful on others) so expect anxiety to rear its head in some weird and
wonderful ways. Stay curious and stay empathetic.
Some strategies to try:
For parents:
Basically you want to gradually expose your kids to all things school related. You can try;
• Start your normal morning routine a week before school starts
• Visit school before it starts
• Start using language such as “when you go to school” rather than “if you go to school”
• Use visual aids such as calendars to count down to school starting.
• If you know what safety procedures your school will be implementing discuss them a few times before school starts (ie you’ll still be doing
lots of hand washing, your teacher will still be using the hand sanitiser, Mrs X won’t be back at school till the virus has gone down a bit
more). Be especially mindful around any “kiss and go” arrangements as children may react strongly if they were expecting you to walk them
to their door.
We can also start to prime our children emotionally:
• Give emotions names. These can be names such as “sad”, “angry” or “worried”. But they can also be descriptive words such as “shaky”,
“fuzzy”, “spiny”, “gurgley”, “heavy”. To describe my trip to the shops I might say; “I was so excited to go, but then when I got there I felt
surprised and disappointed because it wasn’t the same. I felt a bit fuzzy the whole time, a bit wibbly wobbly and I was happy to come home.
But it was also really fun to drive somewhere new and see the autumn trees, that bit felt warm and nice”.
• Check in with kids before school starts. Ask them what they’re looking forward to, what they think might be different, what they’re
expecting. Validate any fears and correct any misconceptions.
• Problem solve with kids - if something is a particular worry, work with kids to help come up with a few solutions. Include kids in this
problem solving.
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• Use your own feelings as a model. A conversation with my son went like this;
Me: “we might start kinder again soon, how do you feel about that?”
Will: “I might feel a bit nervous”
Me: “I’m starting to go back to work again soon and I’m feeling a bit nervous about seeing people again”
Will: “Like you’re a bit nervous that they might have the cold, and you don’t know, and then you’ll get it”
Me: “Yep, exactly like that. But I’ve been thinking... I’ve thought of some stuff I can do that’ll make me safe”
We then talked about various safety things like hand washing and social distancing. He could connect them to things he does at kinder and
he left the conversation feeling less anxious.
• Stay calm ourselves
This point will likely be the most difficult. Stay calm ourselves. To do this in a genuine way we need to focus on ourselves as parents. Think
about what you’re going to need to help support your child back to school. All this stuff takes both emotional energy and time. Think about
your own resources and what you can give. If you can, build in buffers to help yourself. Recruit helpers where you can, lighten your load for a
week or two in other areas of your life. Plan your own respite, even if it’s just sympathetic friends who can listen to you, or training your own
internal voice to be compassionate to yourself.
• Communicate with your school
Normally I would say to parents that in cases of school reluctance you should plan and coordinate with your school. Perhaps for you this will
be possible, but its also likely that our teachers will be managing the emotional load of many children. Speak to your teacher if you can but
remember that they’re going through a pandemic too and their work world has been totally flipped around. The school might be struggling
to get itself back together and might not be able to respond in a way that you would like. Take the return to school slowly. It will be an
exploratory process where you, your child and likely their school all figures out what’s happening together.
For schools:
• Acclimate students back into the school environment
• Do activities to help them reconnect with peers
• Spend time going over new safety procedures
• Move slowly back into assessment tasks
• Process grief
• Do play based activities that acknowledge the time away, such as:
o What new skill I learned while I was at home
o What I missed most about school
o Show and tell - skills, photos from ISO
o Being back together chain (children make paper chains linking all the reasons they’re glad to be back together)
o Catching butterflies- write down worries on little cut-out butterflies, chuck them in the air, catch them and put them in a jar
• While remaining positive in your focus acknowledge previous anxiety and current nervous jitters
• Share books about worries and anxiety and how you as a team might manage worries - link to your school’s wellness program. Most
schools do some sort of mindfulness activities, link them explicitly to return to school anxiety management
• Seek peer support
• Schedule a teacher debrief session preferably run by a wellbeing type person
Teachers, you have been doing a lot of emotional work this term, and there’s more to come. See if your faculty can carve out some time to
just be together to decompress. Indulge in the black humour we often need in times like these, vent to one another and share a sympathetic
shoulder. If we’ve learnt anything from this pandemic it’s that we truly are all in this together, and we need togetherness more than we ever
realised.
Dr Tara Quinlivan
Quinlivan, T. (2020, May 15). Return to school. A trauma informed approach. Raft Psychology.
Retrieved from https://www.raftpsychology.com/news?author=5eb891d00517970d8b07a301
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